English Major - Check Sheet

Concentration in Film Studies

2009-2010 Catalog

The major requires completion of 48-54 hours.

Note: A grade of “C” or higher is required in all the courses listed below.

ENGL 30 hours

211* (3) □ completed ____ term planned English Literature I
212* (3) □ completed ____ term planned English Literature II
221* (3) □ completed ____ term planned American Literature I
222* (3) □ completed ____ term planned American Literature II
312 (3) □ completed ____ term planned 18th and 19th Century British Literature
331 (3) □ completed ____ term planned Contemporary Literature
411 (3) □ completed ____ term planned Chaucer
412 (3) □ completed ____ term planned Shakespeare
419 (3) □ completed ____ term planned Critical Theory
499 (3) □ completed ____ term planned Senior Capstone in English

Electives in ENGL or CRWR numbered 200 or above: 6 hours

___ ( ) □ completed ____ term planned
___ ( ) □ completed ____ term planned

Foreign Language**

___ ( ) □ completed ____ term planned
___ ( ) □ completed ____ term planned

Concentration in Film Studies

ENGL 3 hours

315 (3) □ completed ____ term planned Film Studies

9 Elective hours in ENGL or CRWR chosen from: 9 hours

CRWR 307 □ completed ____ term planned Writing for Film
CMST 220 □ completed ____ term planned Media and Society
CMST 330 □ completed ____ term planned Video Production
ENGL 371 □ completed ____ term planned Seminar in English
ENGL 372 □ completed ____ term planned Seminar in English
ENGL 415 □ completed ____ term planned Seminar in Film Studies
ENGL 422 □ completed ____ term planned Seminar in American Literature
ENGL 423 □ completed ____ term planned Seminar on Literature in English

Note: a maximum of 3 credit hours in Creative Writing practica may be used as elective hours within the English Major to fulfill requirements.

The 2009-2010 Catalog supersedes this checksheet.

* These courses satisfy a core requirement

** Each student is expected to be competent at a level equivalent to two semesters of a single foreign language (6 hours). The actual number of hours required is determined by a placement test.